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JELD-WEN intends to be the preferred door 
brand in Europe. We are already the leading 
supplier of doors in Europe but not always 
under the JELD-WEN name. That changes now, 
and it begins with informing our customers 
– both professional and homeowner – exactly 
who JELD-WEN is, and what we as a company 
and brand stand for.

Our vision is as simple as it is ambitious: we will 
change people’s perception of doors. We will 
inspire them by showing them the possibilities  
our door range creates for their home or project, 
while continuing to live up to our brand promise  
of Reliability for real life®.

OUR DEsirE 
IS TO chaNgE 
PEOPLE’S  
PERcEPTION  
Of DOORS





RELIABILITY IS
 OUR FOUNDATION
 INSPIRATION IS
 WHAT DRIVES US 54

JELD-WEN has earned a reputation as a 
company and brand that our customers can 
rely on – both in regard to our products and 
the services we offer around them. This is 
the cornerstone of our customer approach 
expressed in the brand promise, Reliability 
for real life®. 

We believe doors create possibilities. They are 
never just a building detail, rather they have 
the ability to contribute to and even transform 

the environment they stand in. This is what 
drives us to continuously develop new designs 
and solutions that inspire through their style, 
functionality and plain smart thinking. 

The upshot of our passion for doors and  
their untapped potential is that we offer  
our customers the widest and most diverse 
assortment of doors on the market. We 
communicate this as doors of possibilities.

RELIabILITy IS  
OUR fouNDatioN, 
INSPIRaTION IS  
WhaT DrivEs us
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Our brand promise of Reliability for real life® 
underlies our entire value chain – from 
selecting and purchasing the raw material,  
to manufacturing and distribution, and 

throughout the product’s lifetime. In each 
link it is our people who are the key to our 
ability to succeed and achieve excellence. 
Join us now to experience the journey…

DELIvERINg 

 “Now that we have established a brand and made 
our promise, we cannot stop investing in it or living 
up to it. It defines the company forever.”

Rod Wendt, cEO JELD-WEN

THE PROCESS

RESEARCH aND 
DEVELOPMENT

ThE CRAFTMANSHIP
aND TECHNOLOGY

ThE DISTRIBUTION
aND LOGISTIC SET-UP

DELIVERY aND 
INSTALLATION

ThE RESULTThE MANUFACTURING 
PROCESS

ThE RAW 
MATERIALS
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ThE raW matEriaL

Each year JELD-WEN spends millions of  
euros on materials. These range from 
unmanufactured raw materials to semi-
finished parts and laminates.

We know our suppliers are vital to the 
success of our business and select them 

carefully in accordance with our European 
Preferred Supplier Programme. This has been 
designed to increase procurement efficiency 
with minimised waste. To qualify a supplier 
needs to live up to strict criteria and a code  
of conduct. They must be able to guarantee 
stable, consistent quality, while adhering to 

our standards in regard to the environment 
and employee welfare. because many of  
the raw materials we use are available on a 
worldwide basis, we evaluate, compare and 
recommend appropriate suppliers with our 
global Sourcing group.

a key part of our success has been utilising 
our internal manufacturing capabilities 
through vertical integration in which we have 
the capacity to supply products and services, 
thus maintaining costs and ensuring reliability.
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ThE maNufacturiNg PROcESS

another is our continuous Improvement 
Programme (cIP), which encourages best 
practice and idea sharing. This enables all our 
factories to benefit from the knowledge 
gained from making thousands of doors each 
week. We aim for ever-increasing efficiency 
while utilising our manufacturing capacity and 
equipment to the greatest practical degree. 

We employ the same KPIs (key performance 
indicators) to measure our production and 
delivery performance in all markets to ensure 
we deliver on our brand promise everywhere.

JELD-WEN products are crafted in over 20 
facilities located in Denmark, Sweden, finland, 
germany, austria, hungary, Estonia, Latvia, 
Switzerland, france and the United Kingdom. 
Many also operate as distribution centres. 
This represents Europe’s largest door 
manufacturing capacity. 

While our facilities may differ according to 
local needs, all benefit from common initiatives 
designed to improve manufacturing quality 
and efficiency. Our goal throughout JELD-WEN 
is the creation of consistent quality that meets 
or exceeds customer expectations. One way 
we do this is by investing millions of euros 
into the latest manufacturing equipment. 
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ThE craftsmaNship 
aND tEchNoLogy

Even though modern door manufacturing is  
a highly automated and technology-driven 
process, we are still at heart guided by our 
workshop craftsman roots.

It all starts with human aspiration and attention 
to detail, but it takes the latest technology in 
door dimensioning and prototype testing to 
ensure the final product is everything it can be.

We employ high precision manufacturing 
equipment for every task, whether it entails 
high-volume automated manufacturing or  
the tailoring of one-of-a-kind doors.

Our processes include a broad variety of 
finishing options, developed in accordance 
with the market’s demand for more fully 
finished products. The doors themselves can 
be complemented with ancillary items such  
as frames, architraves and ironmongery to 
provide complete door solutions. Our updated 
Titan manufacturing system provides the 
backbone for the entire production process: 
from the bill of materials right through to 
invoicing. Everything is supported behind the 
scenes by our network of IT professionals.

It is this harmonious blend of leading edge 
technology and craftsmanship that creates 
doors of tangibly superior quality.
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rEsEarch aND 
DEvELopmENt

In everything we do, JELD-WEN aims to 
conduct itself as a unique, progressive and 
world-class company. We believe in continuous 
improvement and intend to be nothing less 
than the best door company in Europe.
 
as we control every aspect of our doors’ 
manufacturing, from the material sourcing to 
the delivery, we can guarantee all regulatory 
standards have been observed, and supply the 
certification as testimony. for example, our 
external doors are cE-marked and our security 
doorsets meet EN standards. We hold the fSc™ 
Multi-Site certification for our sites in Europe, 
this allows us to manufacture certified products 
in accordance with chain of custody certification.

Intensive testing is a key part of our quality 
assurance. Prototypes may be put through  
a variety of simulations depending on the 
door’s fire resistance and sound reduction or 
geographical location. We employ a climate 
chamber that simulates accelerated weathering 
effects such as humidity and high or low 
temperature. Our doors are also tested for 
their resistance to wind load as well as water 
and air tightness. We also assess the durability 
of the door leaf, frame, lock and hinges 
through cycle testing. This involves opening 
and closing a door 100,000 times – the typical 
number of times a residential door is passed 
through during its lifetime. This is so we can 
ensure our doors live up to their certification, 
our customers’ expectations, as well as our 
Reliability for real life® standards.
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ThE DistributioN 
aND Logistic sEt-up

JELD-WEN’s distribution terminals ensure our 
delivery capabilities are a true asset to our 
customers. Distribution terminals maintain  
a diverse and continuously updated product 

stock. by placing the terminals close to our 
customers we give them easy access to our 
European assortment, no matter where  
they are.

Each terminal can rapidly handle orders, 
customise products if requested and deliver 
them directly. Some terminals use automated 
guided forklift trucks to facilitate efficient 
picking and loading.

This enables us to serve our customers’ needs 
with exceptional speed and precision. Our 
ongoing goal in distribution is to continue 
providing nothing less than the market’s 
widest product assortment, delivered with 
the shortest lead times.
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DELivEry

Each week JELD-WEN Europe typically delivers 
more than 100,000 doors and frames across  
the continent. Naturally we aim to deliver every 
order on time, complete, as ordered and 
undamaged. We know how vital this level  
of reliability is to our customers’ business. 

We measure our delivery success on hard data 
– all our deliveries are closely monitored and 
their accuracy and times are compiled. We use 
the knowledge gained from each order to 
further refine our delivery service.
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ThE rEsuLt

as you have just seen, a JELD-WEN door’s 
journey through its value chain is an intensive 
one. you could say our doors go through a lot 
before you go through them.

and it certainly doesn’t end once the door is 
set in place. Our doors are crafted to last. 
They will stand, function and maintain their 
good looks for years to come with little 

maintenance; that is why we offer some of the 
industry’s strongest guarantees. a JELD-WEN 
door is conceived and crafted as an asset, 
whether that is in terms of aesthetics, 
functionality or its contribution to property 
value. That also means greater peace of mind 
for all parties: architect, joiner or homeowner.
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WE aRE  
With you  
aLL ThE Way

customer care and satisfaction are among 
JELD-WEN’s greatest priorities. We provide  
the complete package. No matter where in 
Europe our customers are based or are working 
they will always have ready access to skilled 
sales personnel who fully understand their 
specific needs. 

We believe in a service approach in which we 
support the customer in every step of their 
interaction with us. That means expert advice  
on hand at all times, which may be given online, 
over the phone or face-to-face – whichever suits 
the customer best. as we see it, working with 
us should be as easy as possible. So to ensure 
that is the case we constantly review our 
processes and adapt them in accordance with 
customer feedback.

as well as ensuring our employees receive 
continuous training, JELD-WEN offers 
educational and knowledge-sharing services to 
our customers. We host training seminars and 
similar events designed to help people draw the 
optimal value from our products and services. 
These include cPD (continuous professional 
development) accredited training for architects, 
as well as merchants and joiner training.
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JELD-WEN believes a door is never just a door. Doors invite you in and provide connections 
between the places where you eat, sleep, relax, work and play. They are never just a minor design 
detail, doors can complement and complete any room, façade or desired ambience or décor. This 
is why JELD-WEN provides doors of almost every kind. So you can explore. So you can be inspired.

WELcOME TO ThE  
DOORS Of POSSIbILITIES
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Each society has its own preferences and needs when it comes to doors. here in Europe  
a mixture of cultural traditions, diverse climate considerations and modern trends 
influence local door styles. Therefore JELD-WEN Europe offers internal and external 
doors with designs and influences from around the world. Our aim is to have the widest 
relevant range for each market, catering to local architectural styles, price points and 
building regulations. as Europe’s largest door manufacturer we have access to simply 
thousands of options.

Our product lines cover internal and external doors in moulded, flush, feature, room 
divider lines with timber, composite and steel and paint grade veneer options, and 
much, much more. We believe in matching every taste, every space and every 
functional need – across Europe and around the world.

SIMPLy EUROPE’S  
LargEst sELEctioN  
Of DOORS
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Everyone has their own style  
and some express theirs onto the 
environment around them. Others 
are less fussed with aesthetics and 
care only for practicality and 
functionality. The variations in each 
person’s perception of what a door 
should be and what it should do 
are infinite. So JELD-WEN believes 
our range must reflect this with 
the market’s broadest selection  
of sizes, styles, materials, finishes, 
veneers, colours, functionalities 
and price brackets.

Options include the wood species, 
glass panelling, colours and even 
ironmongery. We believe this kind 
of range and bespoke flexibility 
allows individuals to exploit and 
enjoy the full potential of doors.

EvERyONE haS 
ThEIR OWN  
STyLE aND WE 
havE a DOOR  
fOR EvEryoNE

We are all influenced  
by our backgrounds 
and experiences. Every 
person has a unique 
relationship to colour, 
texture and shape  
– which means every 
individual also has  
their perfect match.
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fROM cLassic 
bUILDINgS

TO LIvINg ON  
thE EDgE 

from old-fashioned elegance to modern chic, JELD-WEN’s range has 
something for every kind of home or building no matter what era 
influences it, or what kind of décor gives it its own special character.

JELD-WEN appreciates that what people are willing to pay for a door, 
or indeed an entire household set of doors, varies. So we offer product 
lines at everything from standard to premium pricing. however, we are 
committed to making quality doors accessible to everyone, so no 
matter what the choice of door, it is excellent value for money.

Most people buy doors to 
fit existing buildings, some 
blend in and some stand 
out, but all doors should 
make an impression and 
add to the ambience of 
the room.
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fOR makiNg 
aN ENtraNcE 
OR JUST PaSSINg 
ThROUgh

JELD-WEN has internal and external doors for 
every connection in a home or workplace, from 
suburban homes to hospital wings. Each door 
we craft is designed to fit the space it fills 
perfectly whether it is an ornate customised 
entrance door or a large volume set of 
matching doors for commercial premises. 

Our internal product lines include solid panel 
doors, moulded, flush doors and internal flush 
doors, with glass panel options. We believe 
even the most seemingly insignificant aspect 
of a door’s design can enhance a room or 
building’s atmosphere and overall impression. 
So we offer a choice of materials, styles, 
colours and decorations to complement or 
complete life indoors.

Every doorway has its special purpose. It may welcome 
visitors, keep visitors out, or frame the connections 
throughout living and working areas.
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KEEP NOISy 
NEIghbOURS  
out OR yOUR 
cREaTIvITy TO 
yoursELf

One of the most requested functionalities from 
people living in both single and multi-residence 
homes is not surprisingly soundproofing. 
Thankfully soundproofing a standard door  
is a less elaborate task than many think, and 
therefore less expensive too. as with all 
functional customising, sound proofing a door 
doesn’t alter its aesthetics. Simply by adding a 
solid core we can reduce the transmission of 
sound by up to 50 per cent. Then there are our 
other sound-reducing products such as acoustic 
and drop down seals. harmony indoors can 
simply be a question of finding the right door.

Doors not only enhance  
a building’s design and 
atmosphere. They can also 
make an active contribution.

Solid core doors
Reduce sound transmission
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PEacE Of miND 
bEgINS aT ThE DOOR

JELD-WEN doors are designed to make 
breaking in a difficult, time consuming task. 
Our testing facilities are among the most 
comprehensive and dedicated in the industry. 
We subject our security doorset designs to 
heavy-duty impact tests and a variety of forced 
entry techniques. One example is a test that 
involves simulating a sledgehammer attack on 

the hinges and lock point. In another we give  
a “burglar” a stipulated amount of time to 
break into the door. In the U.K. our emphasis 
on security testing has earned selected 
doorsets the coveted police endorsed Secured 
by Design certification. The result: a safer, 
more secure life indoors.

Our doors are designed to cope with both everyday life and 
extraordinary circumstances. Not least is ensuring people’s 
homes or work places are strictly by invitation only.
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WhEN fIRE kNocks, fIRE DOORS 
PROvIDE ThE bEst aNsWEr 

Our fire doors are the product of exhaustive testing and engineering. Each 
one comes fully certified and is usually supplied as a fully assembled doorset 
with intumescent seals and strips. but that alone is not enough. a fire door 
will not perform as it is supposed to without proper installation. So our doors 
come with the added value of our advisory services.

fire and wood have always been the best of friends 
and the worst of enemies. No door can completely 
defeat fire, but a fire rated model can buy the time 
necessary to see everyone out safely.

Fire doors 
specifications 
Cover a range  
of fire ratings
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DOORS fOR thE famiLy aND 
aLL thE comforts of homE

from high-rise apartments to country cottages 
and suburban houses, JELD-WEN doors are 
part of people’s domestic lives. People at home 
have the freedom to express themselves. They 
also have their home comforts to consider. Our 
range gives them the ability to exploit the 
potential within doors to do both.

climatic considerations are important. Europe’s 
diverse temperatures pose a challenge for our 
external doors, with temperatures ranging 
from +40 degrees in southern Europe to -40 
degrees in the North. That’s why certain 
selections are designed and tested for specific 
temperature zones, with other variables such 
as humidity, wind, rain, snow factored in 
where appropriate.

Private residences come in an infinite variety. but in every  
kind of dwelling doors can contribute to making people  
feel truly at home.

PRIvaTE hOMES

vm bjerget apartments, Denmark

tietgen student hall, Denmark
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DOORS ThaT gREET  
thE pubLic aND 
aRE aT hOME  
aMONg thE arts

Public and cultural buildings make demands 
on every aspect of JELD-WEN’s range and 
service. here our customers may require 
everything from mass volume supply to 
specially customised doors or one-of-a-kind 
masterpieces. Then there are the practical 
considerations such as public health and safety 
and comfort. all our doors are supplied with 
the required certification. and because they 

are manufactured to such strict quality levels 
they require little long-term maintenance.

We take great pride in working closely with 
Europe’s leading architects and construction 
companies on a diverse range of buildings, 
including schools, hospitals, hotels and arenas. 
Many have won awards and other accolades. 

Wherever you go in Europe and further afield, you 
will frequently pass through JELD-WEN. Our doors 
adorn and enhance landmark cultural sites and public 
buildings everywhere.

PUbLIc aND cULTURaL bUILDINgS

Oslo Opera House, Norway appellate court house, Sweden
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DOORS ThaT  
WORK aS  
ExcEptioNaLLy 
aS ThEy LOOK

commercial buildings are another place where 
the functional capabilities of JELD-WEN doors 
can be put to work. Employee comfort and 
health and safety are crucial to productivity 
and a harmonious working environment. In  
all of these types of installation our experience 
and advisory services can make almost as great  
a contribution as the door themselves.

Professional environments  
are where doors can truly  
do more than many realise.

cOMMERcIaL bUILDINgS

From left to right: Parador de la granja hotel/
conference centre, Spain; coxa hospital, finland; 
Tauern Spa, austria.
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Our doorsets and accessories are just one  
aspect of our full service approach. a JELD-WEN 
doorset may include the door frame, latch and 
lock, seals, vision panels and more, fully assembled 
and pre-hung if requested. as well as saving  
our professional and homeowner customers 
time, this reduces the margin for error during 
installation. We also offer a variety of customised 
handles and similar embellishments for an extra 
personalised touch.

thE Extras 
fOR EaSIER 
INSTaLLaTION 
OR ThE 
fiNishiNg 
touch

a door’s performance  
hinges on its installation.  
That is why we often supply 
complete doorsets to make 
our customers’ job easier  
and the finished product  
all it can be.
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i N O A T i N

O

N V
INNOvaTION aND kNoW-hoW 
aRE INgRaINED IN our miNDsEt 

JELD-WEN has always given the highest priority to research and development. We have several facilities 
in which we test or develop new products and materials. Our European product management team 
ensures that new ideas and breakthroughs are shared throughout our global organisation. We prioritise 
the development of products that reflect changing market trends, customer needs, changing 
technologies and regulatory standards.

One initiative already in place is the REaD (Research and Development) programme. This establishes a 
framework and steering tool for idea development and implementation.

Many may think that something as simple, functional and timeless 
as a door could hardly be a canvas for innovation. but in this area, 
like so many others, we are changing the perception of what 
doors can be and do.
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as a company founded on wood, one of the 
few fully recyclable building resources, a 
dedicated commitment to more sustainable 
practices feels only natural to us. 

Wooden products can also be manufactured 
with a lower energy consumption and cO2 
output than man-made materials. So our 
sustainable base is already a strong one.

We have a sustainable, renewable timber 
sourcing policy and are extremely proud to 
have recently received fSc (forest Stewardship 
council™) multi-site chain of custody 
certification. The fSc is dedicated to promoting 
the responsible forest management. We select 

partners who share our commitment to 
sustainable practices; for example, one of 
our wood component suppliers annually 
plants more than 80 million new trees at  
its Swedish nurseries.

One of the benefits of working with wood is 
its recyclability. We are committed to working 
only with renewable timber sources and fully 
certified suppliers. Wood residues from 
production can be used to make door skins, 
and wood itself can be re-used, or in some 
cases recycled, at the end of the product’s 
lifetime. We view all this as our way of giving 
back to nature.

WooD – ThE baSIS Of 
OUR cRafT aND NaTURE’S 
REcycLabLE gIfT
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JELD-WEN aspires to be the industry leader  
in environmentally responsible practices and 
products. We have committed ourselves to 
more sustainable business practices and 
environmental stewardship. This affects every 
aspect of our organisation and governs our 
approach to energy efficiency, air and water 
emissions and indoor air quality.

Our commitment to sustainability is 
reflected externally by the development of 
more environmentally beneficial products.  
To achieve this we have adopted policies for 
recycled materials and renewable energy, 
and increasingly source all our materials 
from sustainable sources.

all our employees are committed to ensuring 
that we comply with, or exceed, environmental 
and human welfare laws. Everyone is 
encouraged to identify opportunities for 
environmentally beneficial solutions.

We strive to live up to the principles of our 
corporate responsibility every day – both in 
our products and in our actions.

DOINg ThE RIghT ThINg  
– OUR priNcipLE aND poLicy
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JELD-WEN was founded in 1960 when 
american entrepreneur Richard Wendt bought 
an Oregon millwork plant with 15 employees. 
Today the company spans across 22 countries 
in North america, Europe and australia. 
JELD-WEN is comprised of approximately 150 
divisions employing more than 20,000 people.

In 2010, JELD-WEN celebrated its first 50 years 
of business with employee and local community 
events hosted around the world.

OUR EUROPEaN 
DEvELOPMENT – bacK 
acROSS ThE aTLaNTIc

JELD-WEN began almost a century after the 
first of the Wendt family’s ancestors left 
Mecklenburg, germany for a new life in the 
new world. So it was perhaps only natural  
that JELD-WEN should eventually make the 
hop back over the atlantic.

JELD-WEN entered the European market in 
1993. Since then JELD-WEN has grown to 
encompass brands across the continent. In 
2006, JELD-WEN bought Danish-based  
vest Wood, one of Europe’s leading door 
manufacturers. 

from 2012, all JELD-WEN Europe products  
will be promoted and sold under or close 
connected to the JELD-WEN brand. Previously 
JELD-WEN Europe has been known under  
a variety of local brand names: Swedoor in 
Scandinavia, Dana in austria, Kellpax in 
Switzerland, and as Moralt, Wirus and 
Kilsgaard in germany.

fROM aN OREgON faMILy 
vENTURE TO EuropE’s 
LEaDiNg DOOR cOMPaNy 

NORThERN EUROPEaN 
SPRINgbOaRD

Danish vest-Wood joins the fold, greatly 
expanding JELD-WEN Europe’s product 

portfolio. The acquisition establishes the 
company throughout the Nordic countries, 
germany as well as austria through Dana.

aMERIcaN fOUNDINg
Richard Wendt bought a millwork plant  
in Oregon, USa.

gaLLIc gROWTh
JELD-WEN acquires france Portes – france’s 
leading flush/moulded door manufacturer.

EaSTERN INNOvaTION
JELD-WEN opens its Latvian manufacturing 
plant, equipped with the latest production 
technology.

bRITISh bOOST
JELD-WEN purchases John carr and  
boulton & Paul from the Rugby group.

1993

1998

1999

2004

1960

EUROPEaN DEbUT
JELD-WEN acquires Norma Doors in Spain, 
soon followed by JRM Doors in the UK.

2006
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JELD-WEN a gLobaL 
compaNy 

JELD-WEN Europe is a part of US-based 
JELD-WEN, inc., one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers and distributors of high quality 
external and internal doors, patio doors, 
windows, and stairs. 

headquartered in Løgstør, Denmark, JELD-WEN 
Europe operates sales units in more than 15 
European countries and production facilities in 
12. These locations comprise more than 6000 
JELD-WEN employees. being close to our 
customers has always been a core value for 
JELD-WEN. We simply regard it as being a 
requisite for meeting our customers’ needs 
and those of the market in general.

WITh LocaL 
commitmENt

Denmark / Sweden / Norway: 
European headquarters: Løgstør
Production & distribution
Sales & service

United Kingdom: 
head office: Sheffield
Production & distribution
Sales & service

France: 
head office: Eauze
Production & distribution
Sales & service

Finland / Baltics: 
head office: vääksy
Production & distribution
Sales & service

Austria / Hungary: 
head office: Spital
Production & distribution
Sales & service

Germany / Switzerland:
head office:  
Oettingen and bremgarten
Production & distribution
Sales & service
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at JELD-WEN we aspire to inspire you with the 
possibilities offered by doors. We believe doors 
have the power to transform living spaces and so 
we seek to transform people’s perception of doors.

come and visit us, online or in person, the doors 
of possibilities are always open.

WWW.JELD-WEN.CO.UK

sEE hOW DOORS 
caN bEcOME SO  
much morE





JELD-WEN A/S

Danmarksvej 9

Dk-9670 Løgstør

teL +45 96 66 22 00

www.jeld-wen.biz


